Cytoarchitectonic analysis of the SDN-POA of the intact and gonadectomized rat.
The densely staining group of cells referred to as the sexually dimorphic nucleus of the preoptic area (SDN-POA) is greater in volume in the male than in the female rat. Because we and others have reported absolute volumes that have been consistent within individual studies but that vary considerably, we characterized the SDN-POA by describing its morphology with respect to the cytoarchitectonic divisions of the medial preoptic nucleus (MPN) in intact and gonadectomized rats. We report three major findings: the SDN-POA is heterogeneous and is composed of cells belonging to three distinct cytoarchitectonic divisions; the cytoarchitecture of the MPN and its medial and lateral divisions (MPNm and MPNl, respectively) in male rats appear to be influenced by the hormonal status in adulthood; and a small anteroventral division of the MPN (MPNav) is present in males but virtually absent in females. Specifically, the SDN-POA is located within the MPNm, but consists of subcomponents located within the central division of the MPN (MPNc), the MPNav, and part of the MPNm-exclusive of the MPNc and MPNav. The percentage of the total SDN-POA located within the MPNc and MPNav. The percentage of the total SDN-POA located within the MPNc and MPNav was greater in males, and that in the MPNm-exclusive of the MPNc and MPNav was greater in females, indicating that the SDN-POA has a different cytoarchitectonic composition in the two sexes. Gonadectomy produced no significant differences in SDN-POA volume, but the MPN, MPNl, and MPNm were significantly reduced in gonadectomized versus intact males, suggesting an activational effect of testicular hormones on these structures.